
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of technology
support. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for technology support

Reviews all implementation requests for accuracy and completeness of
required setup information verifies the validity of the request against the
customer profile/program in designated systems
Ensures that implementation requests are completed within defined SLAs for
each product
Manages one time and recurring billing charges for select products on a
consistent basis
Ensure compliance with all bank and internal policies and procedures
Provides back-up customer support via phone or e-mail as needed
Provides as needed assistance with special assignments
Perform regular maintenance, modification, addition, and closing for existing
programs
Assists with user testing exercises (on an as needed basis) for select systems
that require full regression testing of setup functions
Maintains and proactively reviews existing customer setups to ensure client
profiles/programs are current within the applicable system
PC hardware and software deployment

Qualifications for technology support

Broad technical background working with various databases (Oracle, Sybase,
MS Sql, MySQL…), middleware technologies (Websphere, Weblogic, JBoss,
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Possess detailed knowledge of TS1 platform and Microsoft Internet Explorer
and other browser applications experience with complex database
administration
Occasional evening and weekend hours may be required
Support center for Several accounts providing 1st and 2nd line support for
vendor hardware
Take customer calls to report outages on hardware, basic 1st line
troubleshooting will be perform if not 2nd line troubleshooting will be
provided, as a last resource hardware will be replaced
This will be done for several accounts and hardware all of them will be
manage wireless or will have network connectivity


